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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AD_NISTRATION
TECHNICAL _ORANDUM X-390
INVESTIGATION AT _CH NUMBERS OF 0.60 TO 3.50 OF
BLENDED WING-BODY C0_INATIONS WITH CA_BERED
AND TWISTED WINGS WITH DIA_0ND_ DELTA,
AND ARROW PLAN FOP_
By George H. Holdaway and Jack A. Mellenthin
SU}_ZiARY
This investigation is a continuation of the experimental and
theoretical evaluation of blended wing-body combinations. The basic
diamond_ delta_ and arrow plan forms which had an aspect ratio of 2
with leading-edge swegps of 45-00 ° , 59.04°, and 70._2 ° and trailing-
edge sweeps of -45.00 U, -i$.43 _, and 41.19 °, respectively, are used
herein as standards for evaluating the effects of camber and warp. The
wing thickness distributions were computed by varying the section
shape along with the body radii (blending process) to match the pre-
scribed area distribution and wing plan form. The wing camber and
warp were computed to try to obtain nearly elliptical spanwise and
chordwise load distributions for each plan form and thus to obtain low
drag due to lift for a range of Mach numbers for which the velocities
normal to the wing leading edge are subsonic. Elliptical chordwise
load distributions were not possible for the plan forms and design
conditions selected_ so these distributions were somewhat different
for each plan form. The models were tested with transition fixed at
Mach numbers from 0.60 to 3._0 and at Reynolds numbers, based on the
mean aerodynamic chord of the wing_ of roughly 4,000,000 to 9_000_000.
At speeds where the velocities normal to the wing leading edges
were supersonic_ an increase in the experimental wave-drag coefficients
due to camber and twist was evident_ but this penalty decreased with
increased sweep. Thus the minimum wave-drag coefficients for the
cambered arrow model were almost identical with the zero-lift wave-
drag coefficients for the uncambered arrow model at all test Mach
numbers •
2With each plan form the camber and twist resulted in a reduction
in drag due to lift at all Machnumbers below the design speed (different
for each plan form). At test Machnumbersgreater than the design
values, the camberand twist did not cause increases or penalties in
drag due to lift. Near the design Machrumbers the theoretical reduc-
tions in drag due to lift were experimentally realized best for the cam-
bered delta model and only partially rea]ized for the camberedarrow
model. With each plan form the camber arid twist were very effective in
reducing the drag due to lift at transonic speeds. The effects of camber
and twist on the other aerodynamic parameters were genera!ly slight. The
experimental results for the camberedmodels were most accurately
predicted with linear theory for the cambereddelta model.
INTRODUCTION
The investigation reported in references i, 2_ and 3 on the
evaluation of blended wing-body combinations has been extended herein
to similar models with the wings altered to have camberand twist.
The procedure used to design the load di_tribution of the wings is
based on the theory of reference 4 and i_ described briefly here and
in more detail in appendix B. In referei_ee 4 a triangular wing was
designed to have approximately elliptica_, load distributions in both
the spanwise and chordwise directions to approach the minimumdrag
due to lift as suggested in reference _ _or narrow wings lying near
the center of the Machcone. The plan forms previously selected in
the investigation were not considered to be optimum for the procedures
of reference 4_ but rather as useful in _Lemonstratingdesign variables.
Although the spanwise load distributions were designed to be approxi-
mately elliptical for each plan form_ th,_ chordwise distributions
could not be_ so the smoothest chordwise distribution which approached
an elliptic distribution was selected in each case. The symbols used
in the report are listed in appendix A.
MODELSANDTES'_S
Representative wing sections and otiler geometric details of the
camberedand twisted models are illustra_ed in figures l(a) through
l(c). The radii of the bodies used for _he camberedand twisted models
are listed in table I and are identical _ith those of reference 2. As
in the previous part of the total invest Lgationj the delta models are
evaluated without the rearward body bumpand thus have the different
area distributions shownin figure 2.
Photographs showing the three basic plan forms of the models are
presented in figure 3. The coordinates and thicknesses of the cambered
wings are listed in tables II through IV and may also be used to define
the coordinates of the basic or symmetrical configurations which are
defined fully in reference 2. Thesewing thickness distributions were
computedby varying the section shape along with the body radii (blend-
ing process ) to match the prescribed area distribution and wing plan
form. The symmetrical wings were formed by straight-line elements
perpendicular to the model center line forming triangular spanwise
sections. Straight-line elements at constant percent chord stations
were used to design wing camber and twist. Thus the wing twist and
camberwere introduced such that the wing plan forms and thickness
distributions were unaltered at the reference spanwise stations and for
regions of the wing with little sweepof the percent chord lines. For
other regions of the wings (between reference spanwise stations ) the
straight-line fairing between constant percent chord points usually
resulted in a slight thickening of the camberedwings relative to the
symmetrical wings. The details of the design of the camberedmodels are
given in appendix B; howeverj the similarity and differences in the
selected design conditions for the different plan forms are summarized
in the following table:
Cambered"diamond
Cambereddelta
Camberedarrow
o.9
.9
-9
M
i.345
1.805
2-773
C pt cDi/CL
0.19 0.253
•15 .353
•12 .444
The similarity in design is identified by the constant value of q;
less than !_ which defines subsonic leading-edge conditions in each
case •
The wing sections of the arrow models were designed with blunt
trailing edges as discussed in references 2 and 3- For wing cross
sections perpendicular to the body center line, the trailing-edge
thicknesses of the arrow wings were half the ridge-line thickness
except near the body juncture and the model center line (y - 0) as
shown in tables VI and VII. The wing sections had an average value
of maximum thickness of about 4 percent of the local chords in a
streamwise direction with the greater thickness ratios inboard.
The models were tested at the Ames Research Center in the 14-Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel, and in the 9- by 7-foot and 8- by 7-foot super-
sonic test sections of the Ames Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel. Representa-
tive photographs of some of the models in the high-speed test regions
of the wind tumnels are presented in figures 4(a) through 4(c). The
ranges of the test variables in each facility are shown in the follow-
ing table:
L "Windtunnel
throat
14-Foo{
14-Foot
9- by {-Foot
15- by 7-Foot
Mode is
All
All
All
All except
the diamond
mode is
Diamond
mode i
Diamond
mode i
M _/ft
0.60 to 0._b]3,'90o,000
0.80 to 1.20
1.55 to 2.39
2.5o to 3.5o
2.50 to 3.o014,000,000
3.00 to 3.50 3,000,000
to
4,0C0,000
4.,0(0,000
3,0(:0,0001
2 _OC'O, 000'
-2 to 12
-2 to 9
-2 to 13
-3 to 15
Trans it ion
F ixe d
-2 to 12
-2 to 12
0.04 in.
grit
i
The cambered diamond model was also teste,[ in the 9- by 7-foot super-
sonic test section with a smaller transition grit (0.023 in. average).
Three-component aerodynamic forces and moments were measured and
corrected by standard procedures. For th_ model sizes and shapes_ the
force corrections for blockage and buoyancy were generally found to be
negligible. At all Mach numbers, the dra_ coefficients were adjusted
by equating the body base pressures to fr_e-stream static pressures.
All aerodynamic coefficients are based on the complete plan-form area
of the wings of' _00 square inches. The yitching-moment coefficients
were computed about longitudinal centers as shown in figures l(a)
through l(c ). _lese moment centers were selected to give approximately
a lO-percent static longitudinal stability margin at M:O.60 for each
model.
Transition was fixed with one grit _ize and one location_ the
same as used for the tests of references ! and 2_ in order to prevent
a secondary effect from influencing the lasic results of this test.
The grit average height was about 0.040 :mch and the grit was located
1.13 inches rearward of the wing leading edges (upper and lower surfaces )
and of the body nose in a streamwise dir(_ction. All the data presented
are with transition fixed and include a _rag-coefficient penalty
attributed to the grit of about 0.0003 w]_ich was not due to fixing
trams it ion.
_S_TS
The basic test data for the camberel models are presented jointly
with previously obtained results for the symmetrical models in figures 5(a)
through 12(c)_ so that direct evaluation_ of the effects of the camber
and twist can be made. The results for the diamond models are presented
5first and are grouped as to the test facility (transonic and then
supersonic to M=2.35). The aerodynamic data for the delta and arrow
models follow in order and are presented in a manner similar to that
used for the diamond models; however_ the data are presented at Mach
numbers up to 3.50.
There are two results presented in these basic plots which will
not be apparent in the following cross plots and should be noted. The
results of figure 6(d) show that almost doubling the grit size had
very little effect on the drag coefficients of the cambered diamond
model. Attention is next directed to figures 7(d), 8(c), and 9(c)
which show that the cambered delta model was self trimming at lift
coefficients which decreased from 0.12 at M=0.60 to 0.01 at M=3.50.
Cross plots of the variation in the aerodynamic parameters with
Mach number will be presented when discussed in the following sections
of the report. In order to clarify the differences in the test Reynolds
numbers with Mach number_ figure 13 is presented. Also note that for
Mach numbers above 2.90 the diamond model was generally tested at
higher Reynolds numbers than the other models; however_ the effects of
the Reynolds number changes were not large as was discussed in
reference 2.
DISCUSSION
The discussion is presented in two parts. The first section is
concerned with the drag characteristics as a function of Mach number
(wave drag, drag due to lift_ and base drag), and the second portion
is concerned with the variation with Mach number of maximum lift-drag
ratios_ lift-curve slopes_ and aerodynamic-center locations as indicated
by theory and experiment. In each case the presentations are made in a
form to illustrate directly the combined effects of the camber and twist
on the aerodynamic characteristics of each plan form. No effort is
made to compare plan forms as was done in reference 2.
Drag Characteristics
The experimental zero-lift wave-drag coefficients for the
symmetrical models are presented in figure 14 with the minimum wave-
drag coefficients for the cambered models. The similarity between
these wave-drag coefficients of the symmetrical and cambered models at
transonic speeds indicate that at these speeds there is only a slight
penalty due to the camber and to the slight increase in thickness of
the cambered models. At speeds where the velocities normal to the wing
leading edges are supersonic_ a greater penalty in wave drag due to
camber is evident; but this penalty decreased with increased sweep.
Thus the minimumwave-drag coefficients for _he camberedarrow model
are almost identical with the zero-lift wave-drag coefficients for the
arrow model.
In figures 15(a)through 15(c) experimer_tal values of the drag
due to lift parameter, CDi/CL2 , for the sy_mmetricaland cambered
models are comparedwith similar theoretical values for flat plate
wings of the sameplan form with and without leading-edge thrust. The
theoretical results for the flat-plate wings have been previously pre-
sented in reference 2 and are based on reference 6. The camber and
twist for the diamondplan form resulted in reductions in the drag due
to lift parameter at all test Machnumbersup to 2.35, the limit of
the comparisons, although at Machnumbersa_ove the design value of
1.34_ the improvementswere slight. The camber and twist was very
successful in reducing the drag due to lift of the delta plan form;
the reductions were equally as great as indicated by theory (M=I.80_,
fig. l_(b)). As with the cambereddiamondmodels the cambereddelta
model showedless improvement in the drag due to lift parameter at Mach
numbers above its design value of 1.805. _.e camber and twist of the
arrow plan form was effective in reducing tLe drag due to lift para-
meter, relative to the symmetrical model, o_er the entire Machnumber
range as shownin figure 15(c). However, a_ the design Machnumber
of 2.773, the calculated reduction in drag c_ueto lift (relative to
the theory without leading-edge thrust) was only partially realized
experimentally by cambering the arrow wing. Greater reductions in drag
due to lift might have been realized at low_r Machnumbers if the design
Machnumberswere lower (e.g., _ = O.D); however, such an approach
would have reduced the range of Machnumber_ for which improvements
would be important and3 in each case3 the p_esent designs were very
effective in reducing the drag due to lift _t transonic Machnumbers.
The experimental and theoretical variation with Machnumber in
wing and body base-drag coefficients for th_ arrow and camberedarrow
models are presented in figure 16. The theoretical base-drag coeffi-
cients have been discussed relative to the arrow model in reference 2.
Of course, at all Machnumbers, the drag coefficients were adjusted by
equating the body (not the wing) base pressures to free-stream static
pressures. The wing camber and twist had _ negligible effect on the
wing base-drag coefficients for the arrow _img as presented in
reference 2.
Other Aerodynamic Variables
The maximumlift-drag ratio is the aerodynamic parameter of
primary interest in evaluating the usefulness of a camberedwing design.
Trends with Machnumber of the maximumlift-drag ratios, lift-curve
slopes, and aerodynamic center locations for the diamond and cambered
diamond models as indicated by experiment and theory are presented in
figures 17(a) through 17(c). Similar results for the delta models are
presented in figures 18(a) through 18(c) and for the arrow models in
figures 19(a) through 19(c).
The agreementbetween experiment and theory is quite good for the
symmetrical models as was discussed in reference 2. For the cambered
models the theoretical predictions (at the design Machnumber) were
best for the cambereddelta models (figs. 18(a) and 18(b)). With each
plan form the camber and twist had little effect on the lift-curve
slopes and the aerodynamic-center position, but resulted in improvements
in maximumlift-drag ratios at transonic speeds. However_at the
higher Machnumbersup to 3.50 the effects on the maximumlift-drag
ratios were slight. At Machnumbersfrom 2.50 to 3.50 the maximum
lift-drag ratios for the cambereddelta model (fig. 18(a)) were
consistently lower than corresponding values for the delta model. This
result can be directly attributed to the higher minimumwave drag
coefficients for the cambereddelta model shownin figure 14(b) and
discussed previously (supersonic leading-edge conditions ). The equally
powerful effect of the zero-lift (or minimum)wave-drag coefficients,
relative to the drag due to lift, on the maximumlift-drag ratios was
also noted and discussed in references 2 and 3- The need for further
improvementor reduction in zero-lift wave-drag coefficients (particu-
larly at supersonic leading-edge conditions for the diamond model) has
been madeevident in all parts of the total investigation and prompted
the analytical investigation presented in the appendix of reference 3.
The previous discussion has covered most of the parameters
considered in the design of the camberedwings except the optimum lift
coefficient. Thus for comparison with the selected design conditions
presented in the models and test section of this report, the experi-
mental results of the optimum lift coefficients near the design Mach
numbers are included in the following table :
Cambereddiamondmodel
Cambereddelta model
Camberedarrow model
Experiment
Theory
xperiment
EXperiment
Theory
xperiment
Exper iment
Theory
H CDi/Cz2 C_opt
1.20 o.242 0.1-8_
1.345 o.253 0.190
1.55 0.327 0.228
1.55 o.257 0.187
1.8o5 0.353 0.150
1.95 0.352 0.146
2.70 0.520 0.133
2.773 0.444 0.120
Note that the e_perimental results for the cambereddelta model at
M=I.9_ are better than would be expected fr_m the theory and the experi-
mental variations with Machnumber.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The following statements apply to the ,:ombinedeffects of the
specific camber and twist investigated with blended wing-body combina-
tions at Machnumbersup to 3.50 with trans Ltion fixed.
With each plan form the camber and twist resulted in a reduction
in drag due to lift at all Machnumbersbelow the design speed(different for each plan form). At test Math numbersgreater than the
design values, no increases or penalities in drag due to lift were
obtained. Near the design Machnumberthe theoretical reductions in
drag due to lift were best realized experimentally for the cambered
delta model and only partially realized for the camberedarrow model.
With each plan form the camberand twist wa3 very effective in reducing
the drag due to lift at transonic Machnumbers.
At speeds where the velocities normal to the wing leading edges
were supersonic_ an increase in experimental wave drag due to camber and
twist was evident; but this penalty decreased with increased sweep.
Thus the minimumwave-drag coefficients fol the camberedarrow models
were almost identical with the zero-lift wsve-drag coefficients for the
arrow model at all test Machnumbers.
With each plan form the camber and twist resulted in significant
improvements in the maximumlift-drag ratios at transonic speeds;
however_ at the higher Machnumbersthe ef<ects were generally slight
anOreflected the previously discussed dra_ characteristics.
AmesResearch Center
National Aeronautics and Space A_nnini_tration
Moffett Field_ Calif._ June 7, i!_60
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APPENDIX A
SYI_[BOI_
aspect ratio
body base area
wing base area projected on a plane perpendicular to the
conventional x axis
wing span
arbitrary constants of the lifting-pressure distribution
drag coefficient
(All aerodynamic coefficients are based on the total
wing area. )
body base-drag coefficient
drag due to lift parameter
wing base-drag coefficient
lift coefficient
lift coefficient at ,,._<D)_ax
lift-curve slope, per deg
pitching-moment coefficients computed about centers shown
in figures l(a) through l(c)
local wing chord
wing section drag coefficient
wing section lift coefficient
center line on wing-root chord
mean aerodynamic chord
m
ml
9
i0
L.E.
M
m
m 1
N
P
q
R
r
rb
Sw
t
X
x_y_z
x I
V
ACD_
2_CDo
maximum lift-drag ratio
wing leading edge
model length
Mach number
cotangent of sweepback angle of _ing leading edge
cotangent of sweepback angle of _ing trailing edge
total number of terms or harmonics used in computing _CDo
pressure coefficient
dynamic pressure
Reynolds number
body radius
body base radius
total wing area
wing thickness
airfoil percent thickness term in NACA 69(06)AOOX airfoil
des ignat ion
conventional body axes measured from the model or wing
section nose
x station measured from leadilg edge of wing center-
line chord
volume
angle of attack
minimum wave-drag coefficient
zero-lift wave-drag coefficien_
mJMa-i or _m
ii
A
roll angle of a cutting plane tangent to a Machcone as
measuredbetween the z axis and the intersection of
the cutting plane with the y_z plane
angle of sweepback
wing taper ratio
x !
CR
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APPENDIXB
DESIGNOFTHECAMBERANDTWISTOFTH_WINGS
The lifting pressure distribution over the assumedwings of zero
thickness was taken to have the sameform as that used in reference 4:
P _CI
CL CL
C2
+--z(z-z)c---{ +_ _ CL (l)
_e spanwise load distribution was computed in reference 4 to be
approximately elliptical for all pointed w_gs if three of the
arbitrary constants were defined as follows:
CI _ 4k i-k C3
CL _-_+ l+k CL
C_a = 4 2 C3 (2)
The selection of the fourth constant C 3 nay be taken to define a trim
condition or a chordwise load distribution.
The chordwise lifting-pressure distribution was computed at a
series of wing stations _ by performing _panwise integrations as
follows (made dimensionless by the wing se_ispan, b/2):
local lift : 2oC2(_ )q _ 2_f" d_ ( 3)
total lift SwCLq
With the resulting equations derived for e_ch plan form the chordwise
load distributions were investigated for wtrious values of Cs/C L for
the following design conditions:
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Camber and twist design parameters
ATE (Values for diamond arbitrarily
selected to make acceptable
theoretical computations )
m =cot ALE
= cot ATEml
m
k :
ml
= m _ (Selected as the
acceptable max2raum)
H (design)
CDi/CL 2 (design)
CLopt (design)
M for sonic leading edge
H for sonic trailing edge
-42.00 °
(-45 ° actual)
i. 0000
-i. iiii
-o. 90o
0.9
1.349
0.293
0.19
l. 414
1.414
(actual)
1.345
(com_.)
Delta
99- 04o
-18.43 °
o.6ooo
-3.0o00
-O. 200
0.9
1. '303
0.393
o. 15
Art ow
70.62 °
41.19 °
O. 3476
i. 1430
iO. 3043
0.9
2.773
o.444
0.12
The variations in the shape of the chordwise load distributions
with C_C L are shown in figure 20 for each wing plan form. For the
plan forms and conditions selected_ elliptic chordwise distributions
were not possible; however, the smoothest chordwise distribution which
roughly approached an elliptic distribution was selected in each case
with the resultant design curves shown in figure 21.
With the numerical values of the constants Cl through C4
selected, table I of reference 4 was used to compute the dimensionless
shapes of the mean camber lines as shown in figures 22(a) through 22(c).
To obtain the wing ordnates the wings were first rotated in a negative
direction so that the chord line of the camber line at _ = 0.i0
was zero. Next the dihedral was largely eliminated to permit easier
fabrication; this was suggested as permissible in moderation in
reference 4 (i.e., the wing shape may be altered by a set of ordinates
which depend only on _ and not on x). Then the design lift coeffi-
cients (CT _ previously listed) were computed in three steps and
_opL
mechanically integrated as follows:
14
cdm j'z __m <_) (10): cR o%
CDi - 2CR(b/2 ) /"l Cdm
0%2 mSw _'o cRC%2
, CDo
OLopt : j CDi/CL 2 (12)
The estimated values of CDo used in equation (12) to determine the
design lift coefficients did not include the drag of the grit used to
fix transition or the wing base drag in the case of the cambered arrow
model. The design lift coefficients were used to determine the actual
z values of the mean camber lines.
Finally the wing thickness and camber ordinates were combined,
which involved some compromise in the definition of the wing elements.
The camber lines were defined at percent chord locations and the wing
thicknesses were defined by straight-line elements perpendicular to
the model center line. Thus the wing twfst and camber were introduced
such that the wing plan forms and thickn(sses were unaltered at the
reference spanwise stations (_ = O, 0.I, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9,
0.95 and 1.0) and for the regions between where the percent chord lines
had little sweep. For other regions of <he wings (between reference
spanwise stations) the straight-line fairing between constant percent
chord points usually resulted in a few thousands of an inch thickening
of the cambered wings. The experimental wave-drag results of figure 14
indicate that the effect of the increase,[ thickness of the cambered
wings was negligible.
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TABLE I.- COORDINATES FOR BODIES, INCHES
DIEunond anl Delta mud
,?:Lmi,orplIh_a,n] cambered delta
x
o
.375
• ,'50
i. 50o
2.'.!5o
3 •000
3- _'5o
_-Soo
5.85o
6.ooo
,'. 500
"..290 (A
).000
_./50
IO. 5oo
11.25o
12. 000
12.79O
13.125
23 .P75
14 .o25
!5.375
1b-125
i_ •75
27. 500
i'. 000
19.000
r;.3uo -- --
20. ooo
.)i.ooo
22.000 D2_nd{d
__4.OO0 :,,: ,d
24 • :00
26 • OO0 12c. 4002 _-00020.60051.200
32. :]00
33.000
34.400 ,-0
3u .000
3'-. !00
37-doo
3_.400
39- 200
40. 000 --
-- 0
.o75
.14;[
•25_
.35(i
.44_
.;42
.o25
•¢)3
•761
,:',30
1.04:2
1. llc
1.i_ "_; 10.{_<'3--
1 •23 d ]2. O00
i. 2'i6 22. (2)00
1.393
1.35;! 13.000
i. 4_ 14. ooo
i. 5o?
1.97o 19.000
1.63o 16 .oo0
1.6'q 16._i00
1.7}3
i. 702 1_ -400
1-"23 1'i)-200
i-'_0
i.:174 20. 000
1.25 20.500
1.712 21.600
1.471 23.200
1,392 24. O0
i. 347
1.3,,0 26.400
I. 409 29.000
i. 447 29.PO0
1.4-_}:7 31.200
1.522 32.800
1.53) 33-600
1.554 34.400
1.960 39-200
I. 9:!2 30- 000
i. 994 30 .200
1,605 37.600
i.614 38,4o0
1.621 39.2OO
1.625 40.000
C}iindur
51.000 < 1.62}
92.000 1.657
53.000 Blended 1.730
94. O00 body 1.827
_5.ooo ! 1.878
55.640 l._g6o
55.875 1. _B46
5(_-625 I -795
57 • 300 . 747
57-600 i. 728
Yi'. 900 (• _ 1.7o9.':5.200 , i.692
5:2-500 | 1.677
5<_.600 L 1.662
_9-1o0 i.649
59.400 1.637
9.70 29
60.000 -- 1.625
(_)
Blended
bod:{
i
Arrow and
cambered arrow
r x r
t
Wind
_i<:¢w:
3 .i50 ---_--
4. 000
4._00
5.600 I
6.400
7.2oo
_::.00
1. i:)0 i0.40C
1.210
1.216 12,000
I. 16 {}
i._9 13.600
2.o5711D.2oo
1.o3_ ,,_)
1.O2c 16. ::oo
I. 0_4,511!B.400
l.llg 19.200
1.14 I20.000
1.17! 20. ,00
i. 2c<l_l.4OO
1.20( 23.200
1.313 24. :O0
i. 36( 126.40O
1.4o' 2.o00
z. _4i / 29.6oo
i.kP]/31.200
1-52_ 32._00
1-53_ 33.600
i. 59/
1.56
i.Di3;
i 5_)I
l.OO_
1.61"
1.621
1.62!
34.4OO
39-230 --
36.000
yLOOO
38. o0o
39- 000
4o.o0o
4 O. 500
41.000
41.532
42.000
O. _i
.371
.4p_4
.474
._22
.656
•73_
• ::16
.890
.)60
i.O26
l.O_n
i.ii!
1.149
1.178
1.2(I}
1.2_0
1.311
I._60
1.4o_
1.447
i. 487
i. 522
1.939
1.5_
I. bTO
1.620
1.66o
1.69o
1.7o9
1.718
1.725
1.735
1-751
i.776
43.000 i. _21
45.000 B!ended 1.906
Cylinder 47.000 body 1-975
49.ooo 2. o11
51-00o 2.0oo
53. ooo 1.942
54.100 1.62'I
54.9o0 1.63' t
55.0o0 Fairing i.oD }_5.000 1.872
56.000 / i'd8 156"°0° 1._25
57-000 ? 2-71 57.000 1.767
57-60(] 1-72 57-500 _ 1-732
57"600 I 1..<2.,,.
(_) (0
_1__ S_
iBOdy equivalent to des Ign area curve
_Part of a yon Karm_ ogive (% = 40 in. and rb : 1.626 in.)
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TABLE II.- COORDINATES FOR TH_ CAMBERED DIAMOND WING, INCHES
(a) Inboard portion of wing panel
.y =0 y =2 y=4
Ordinates t Ordinates t Ordinates
x To 2 Lower Top Lower Top Lower
17.500 0 0 0
i_.000 .470 -. 470 •940
11.500 .655 -.6_5 1.370
19. 000 .$24 -. i!24 i. 648
19.500 .926 -.926 1-552 0.001 0-001 0
20.000 1.010 r-l.010 2-020 .225 -.179 .404
20.500 1.047 i-i.047 2.094 .387 -.311 .698
21.ooo 1.o7o -1.o7o 3.14o .5o9 -.4o9 .918
21. 500 1.0_39 -1.089 2.178 .604 -.4_6 1.090 -0.095 -0.095 0
22.000 1.09_ -i.09'_ 2.196 -675 -.545 1.220
23.000 1.O(!6 -1.086 2.172 .766 -.616 1.3132
24.000 1.050 -1.050 2.100 .806 -.648 1.454
25.000 .996 -.996 1-992 .810 -.650 1.460
25.500
26.000 .925 --925 1.,9,50 .784 -.630 1.414
27.000 ; .85_ .... 759 1.716 .750 -,604 1.354
2_.000; .799 --799 1.598 .714 -.580 1.294
2'9.000 .755 -.755 1.510 ._<4 -.564 1.248
30.000 .724 -.724 ii.4/_5 .659 -.5_7 1.216
31.000 .702 -.702 1.404 .642 -.554 1.196
32.000 .6;55 -,6_5 1.370 .627 --555 1.182
33.000 .677 -.677 1.354 .617 -.563 1.180
3_;.000 .670 -.670 1.340 .609 -.569 1.175
35.000 .661 -.661 1.322 .59 ,5 -.572 1.170
36.000 .640 -.640 1.280 .580 -.562 1.142
37.000 .612 -.612 1.224 .554 -.544 1.098
37.500 .594 -.594 1.158 .939 -.531 1.070
3_.ooo .61o -.61o 1.22o .55o -.544 1.o94
39.000 .631 -.631 1.262 .564 --562 1.126
40.000 -643 -.643 1.2!_6 -569 -.569 1.138
41.000 .649 --649 1-2913 .570 -.570 1.140
42.000 .650 -.650 1.300 .566 -.566 1.132
43.000 .649 -.649 1.298 .560 -.560 1.120
44.000 .655 -.655 1.310 .562 -.554 1.116
45.000 .667 -.667 1.334 .572 -.545 1.120
46. 000 •653 -. 6::!3 i. 366 .568 -- 540 1.128
47.000 -710 -.710 1.420 .614 -.536 1.150
48.000 .744 -.744 1.488 .644 -.530 1.174
4'9.000 -7!_7 --7137 1.574 .680 524 1.204
49.500
50.000 .845 -._45 1.690 .721 -.919 1.240
51.000 I .924 -.924 i._48 -766 -.514 1.290
51.500 I -970 --970 1.940 -7_5 --506 1.294
52.000 1.020 -1.020 2.040 .806 -.492 _1.298
52. 500 1.048 -1.048 _2.096 -$03 -.455 1.258
53.000 1.061 -1.061 2.122 -781 -.399 1.1:90
53-500 1.065 -1.065 2.130 .743 -.323 1.066
54.000 1.060 -1.060 2.120 .602 -.226 .956
54.900 1.045 -I.045 2.090 .595 -.i01 .696
55.000 1.011 -1.011 2.0_2 .468 .064 .404
55.500 .942 -.942 1.,984 .21!6 .286 0
56.000 .842 -.842 i.684
56.500 .712 -.712 1.424
57.ooo -5oo -.5o0 1.ooo
57.500 0 0 0
y =
t Ordina%es t
Top Lower
•o52 -.192 .244
•258 -.33 _ .992
•390 -.41_ .8O8
.466 -.464 .930
-0.O87 -0.097 o
• 502 -.47_ .980 -.007 -.115 .106
• 516 -.47£ .992 .109 -.161 .270
•520 -.47¢ -990 .188 -.1921 .380
•519 -.46_ .984 .245 -,215 .460
•520 -.464 .984 .288 -.234 .522
•521 -.467 .986 .318 -.254 -5'[2
•520 -.472 .992 .343 -.271 .614
•524 -.480 1.004 .364 --292 .656
•526 -.490 1.016 .379 -.311 .690
•524 -.496 1.020 .390 -.328 .718
•512 -.492 1,004 -389 -.337 .726
•494 -.478 .972 -379 -.343 .722
.481 -.469 .950 .370 -.342 .712
•4_,9 .481 .9[0 .369 -.351 .720
•496 -.494 .990 .358 -.35 S .716
•496 -.496 .992 -338 -.360 .698
•491 -.493 .984 -313 -.395 .6_
.481 -.483 .964 .284 -.346 .630
•469 -.471 .940 .290 --332 .582
•463 49_ .922 .216 -.318 .534
• 460 i[_ .90# .178 --302 .480
• 497 -.43_ .890 -136 -.280 .416
•459 -.421 .8_0 .088 -.290 .33 S
•499 -.403 ,862 .027 -.207 .234
•456 -.37_ ._34 -,051 -.14_ .092
-.I01 -.I0] 0
•445 -.343 .768
•421 -.291 .712
•397 -.249 .646
•361 --195 .556
•303 -.117 .420
• 222 -.004 .226
•z16 .116 o
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TABLE III.- COORDINATES FOR THE CAMBERED DELTA WING, INCHES
(a) Inboard portion of wing panel
y=O
x Ordinates t
%b_ Lower
8.700 ; 0 0 0
9.0OO .54O --54O 1.080
9.500 .728 -.728 1.456
I0.000 .835 - -835 1-670
i0.600 ,920 -.920 1-840
ii. 000 -955 -.955 1•910
I1.500 -987 --987 1.974
12.000 1.000 -I.OOO 2.000
12.033
12.500 I.OOO -i.000 2.000
13.000 1,000 -I,OOO 2.000
13.500 .992 -.992 1.984
14.00o .980 -.980 1.960
14.500 ,966 -.966 1.932
15.ooo .948 -•948 1.896
15.367
15.5oo ,930 -.93o 1.860
16.ooo ,91o -.910 1.820
16.5o0 .888 -.888 1.776
y=2 y=4 . _=8
Ordinates Ordinates Ordinates ,
Top Lower t T9_ Lower t Top ' Lower" t
-o.o44-o.044 o
.].21 --125 .246
.251 -.199 .450
.350 -.256 •606
.429 -.299 .728
.486 -.336 .822
•531 -.361 .892
-0-333 -0.33_ 0
•566 -•382 .948 -.3Ol -.33 r .036
•991 -.399 -990 --199 --35! .158
.604 -.412 1.016 -.lO8 -.36( .258
-.212 -.398 •186
•719 -.719 1.438 .562 -.582 1,144 .441 -.4O
•715 -.715 1.430 .551 -.603 1.154 .470 -.406 •878 -.C_24 -•352 .328
•710 -.710 1.420 .540 -,622 1.162 .497 -•40 .902 054 -.332 .386
•7o6 -.706 1.412 -531 -.637 1.168 •521 -.4o .924 [126 -.31o .436
•704 .-704 1.406 .524 -.652 / 1.176 ,545 -.40] .946 -194 --290 .484
,704 -.704 1.408 .522 -.666 1.188 -571 -.39_ .968 •253 -,273 -526
•707 -.707 1.414 .523 --679 1.202 .601 -'39] .992 -3 II --257 -568
.716 --716 1.432 .533 -•695 1.228 .633 -.38_ 1.022 ,369 -.243 .612
•730 -.730 1.460 .548 -.712 1.260 .671 -,38_ 1.060 .427 --231 -658
•739 -•739 1.478 .5@2 -.722 1.284 -706 -.38", 1.088 -483 -.217 .700
•742 --742 1.484 .574 -•722 1.296 .739 -'3_ i•108_ .933 -.199 .732
•739 -,739 1.478 ._86 -.712 1.298 .769 -.34(, 1.1.18 -579 -.177 .756
•721 -.721 1.442 .589 -.683 1.272 -790 --31_ 1.102 .616 -.146 .762
.706 -.706 1.412 .986 -.662 1.248 .798 -.28E 1.086 .632 -.L96 .7_8
,688 -.688 1.376 ._82 -.638 1,220 .80A -.26 1.069+ .6_7 -.i03 -790
.643 -.643 1.286 .569 -.575 1.144 .809 -.193 1.004 .669 -.051 -720
•593 -.593 1.186 .560 -.500 1.060 .812 ]_._ .934 •687 .007 .680
•535 -.535 1,070 -552 -.408 .960 •808 -] _-_= •850 .701 -073 ,628
•506 --506 1.012 .549 --361 ,910 .806 0 .806 -707 .lOT .600
.474 -.474 .948 .547 -.3o7 .854 .805 .0471 .758 .712 -iiL4 -568
•439 -,439 .878 .535 -,249 .784 •793 •i0._ .69o .7o0 •200 .5oo
.400 -.400 .80o .521 -.185 .706 -779 .161 .612 .684 .258 ,426
•365 -.365 .73o .514 -.122 .636 ,771 .229 .542 .671 .315 .3_6
•332 --332 ,664 .508 -.062 -570 .769 .28c_ •476 .660 .372 .288
•295 - .295 .590 .500 .o04 .496 •756 .35 _ .402 .646 .43o .216
.261 -.261 -522
•225 - .225 .450
•191 -. 191 •382
•155 --155 -310
.120 -.leo .240
.083 -.083 .166
•o50 -.o5o .1oo
.008 -.008 .016
0 0
•495 .067 .428 .752 .41_ .334 .635 ,489 .146
•49o .134 .396 -747 .48_ .262 .623 .547 .o76
.486 .198 .288 .745 .551 .194 .613 .609 .004
•613 .613 o
.481 .265 .216 .741 -619: .122
•478 .332 .146 ,740 •686 .054
•738 .738 0
•474 .400 .074
.471 .467 .004
•471 .471 0
25.000
26.000
27. Ooo
28.000
29.00o
30.000
31.000
32.000
33.000
34.ooo
35. ooo
36.000
37 .ooo
37.500
38 .000
39.000
4o.000
41.000
41.500
42.033
42.5oo
43.o0o
43.500
44,000
44.500
45.ooo
45.5OO
46. o0o
46.033
46.5oo
47.ooo
47.367
47.500
48.000
48.033
48.5OO
48.700 0
17.000 .867 -.867 1.734 .614 -.424 I,_ -.036 -.37_ .342
17.5oo .844 -.84_1.688 .618 -.43o 1._ .o24 -.38_ .41o
I_.OOO ,822 -,8_2 1.644 -619 -,435 1.054 .075 --39_ .466
18.500 .800 -.800 1.600 .616 -.4_0 1.056 .120 --39_ -512
19.O00 ,780 -.780 1.960 .611 --445 1.056 .160 -.39( .550
19.500 .765 -.765 1.530 .606 --452 1.098 -193 --39! .586
20.000 ,753 --753 1.506 .601 -.461 1.062 -223 -.39_ .618
21,000 .735 -.735 1.470 .592 -.480 1.072 .277 -.391 .674
22,000 .723 -.723 1.446 -987 --497 1.084 -323 -.39_ .722
22-033 -0.476 -0.476 0
23.000 ,723 --723 1.446 -582 --526 1.108 .368 -.40 l -772 --329 --427 .098
24.000 .721 -.721 1.442 .573 -.555 1.128 .407 -.4OI .814
.850 -.i/2 -.374 .262
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8. 000
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11.500
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14.ooo
16.ooo
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18.ooo
19.000
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22.000
23.000
24. ooo
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28.000
30.00o
32.000
33.333
34.000
35.000
39.230
35-730
36.000
37.000
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38.i5o
39.000
40.0oo
40.5oo
141.000
_41.532
!41.75o
42.000
43.000
43.500
45.o00
47.000
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TABLE IV.- COORDINATES FOR THE CAMBERED ARROW WING, INCHES
(a) Inboard portion of wing panel
. 7 = o y = 2 7 = 4 y = 8
Ordlnates t Ordinates t Ordinates Ordinates
To_ Lower To_ Lower To2 Lower t To_ Lower t
0 0 0
.086 -.086 .i72
•171 -.171 .342
•237 -.237 .474
•304 -.3o4 .608
•360 -.360 .720
•399 -.395 .790
-0.i51 -0.151, 0
.408 -.408 .816 -.105 -.137 .032
•426 -.426 .892 .020 -.132 .152
•467 -.467 .934 .116 -.146 .262
•534 -.534 1.068 .256 -.198 .494
-0.386 -0.386 0
•567 -.967 1.124 .342 -.248 .990 -.310 -.358 .048
•610 -.610 1.220 .406 -.314 .720 -.lO1 --319 .218
•669 -.669 1.338 .460 -.398 .858 .057 -.319 .376
•696 -.696 1.392 .483 -.451 -934 .162 -.316 .478
•704 -.704 1.408 .489 -.469 .958 -183 --325 .508
.718 -.718 1.436 .900 -.502 1.002 .231 --335 .566
•731 -.731 1.462 .508 -.534 1.042 .277 -.345 .622
•764 -.764 1.528 -929 -.603 1.128 .360 -.370 .730
-0.403 -0.403 0
.814 -.814 1.626 -557 -.681 1.238 .442 -.406 .848 -.270 -.338 .068
•851 -.851 1.702 -583 -.743 1.326 .911 -.439 -950 -.079 -.271 .196
•877 -.877 1.754 .601 --793 1.394 .966 -.466 1.034 .078 --236 .314
.906 -.906 1.812 .627 -.837 1.464 .624 -.494 1.118 .205 -.217 .422
•948 -.948 1.896 .674 -.882 1.956 .689 -.525 1.214 .320 -.214 .534
z.986 -.986 1.972 .71_ -.914 1.632 .743 -.549 1.292 .392 -.220 .6]I
•955 -.955 1.910 -739 -.925 1.664 .768 -.558 1.326 .426 -.222 .645
•908 -.908 1.816 -770 -.936 1.706 .802 -.968 1.370 .47% -.226 .700
.898 -.898 1.796
z.780 -.932 1.712
•852 -.852 1.704 .766 -.912 1.678 .516 -.556 1-372 .509 --223 .728
.765 -.768 1.936 -710 -.828 1.538 -539 -.551 1.390 .538 -.224 .762
.642 -.642 1.284 ,634 -.714 1.346 .852 -.532 1.384 .564 -.220 .784
i,$56 -.530 1-386
• 508 -.508 1.016 .547 --583 1.130 .798 -.446 1.244 .989 -.215 .804
•387 -.387 .774 .465 -.451 .916 -722 -.334 1.056 .612 -.208 .820
•417 -.377 .794 .6@3 --275 .958 .614 --196 .810
•372 -.304 .676 .640 -.212 .952 -635 -.203 .538
•317 --217 .534 .592 -.144 .736 .650 -.206 .856
•309 --193 .902
•571 --097 .668 .666 -.210 .878
• 523 -OO3 .520 z.703 -.221 .924
•900 .054 .446
• 5_2 -. o4_ •630
•464 .130 .334
22
TABLE IV.- COORDINATES FOR THE 3AMBERED ARROW
WING, ]INCHES - Concluded
(b) Outboard portion of wing panel
y = i_
x Ord inat e s t
LO r3_.500 - 2o -o.420 0
35.000 -.346 -.376 .030
36.000 -.234 -.318 .084
37.000 -.143 -.279 .136
38" 000 -.062 -.2441 .!82
39.000 •008 -.218 .226
40.000 •06@ -. 198 .266
40.500 .096 -.190 .286
41.000 .Lel -.181 .3o2
41.532 .IL_ -.176 .324
42.000 .172 -.174 .346
43.000 .221 -.171 .392
45.000 .309 -.177 .486
46.000
. 86 -.192
47.000 i._02 -.21447.829
49.000 .342 -.103
90.900 .243 .018
51.000
92.660
>3.ooo
54.OOO
94.629
99.000
96.OOO
96.280
96.629
57.500
iHidge
= i_ _ = 19
Ordinates t Ord_lates=
_o_ Lower Top Lower
-0.437 -0.437 0
•578 -.300 -.346 .0)+6
.616
.444 -.121 -.299 .138
.229
•012 -.2!3 .230
l.lOl -.207 .308
•_63 -.175 .2_8
•030 -.082 .lle
-o.4d6 -0.446 o
-.3_9 -.403 .018
-.21 7 -.331 .064
:_-.2_2 -.320 .078
-.2],2 -.270 .028
y = 20
t Ordinates
•_ _ Lo_r"
-0.451 -0.451 0
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(a) Arrow model in the 14-foot transonic test section.
Figure 4.- Photographs of the high-speed test regions of the transonic
and supersonic wind tunnels with mclels mounted for testing.
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